We consider the model of population protocols, which can be viewed as a sequence of random pairwise interactions of n agents (nodes). During each interaction, two agents v and w, selected uniformly at random, update their states on the basis of their current states, and the whole system should in long run converge towards a desired global final state. The main question about any given population protocol is whether it converges to the final state and if so, what is the convergence rate.
Introduction
We consider population protocols [5] for leader election and exact majority voting. A population protocol specifies how two agents, or nodes, change their states when they interact. The computation of a protocol is a (perpetual) sequence of interactions between two nodes. The system consists of n nodes and a scheduler which keeps selecting pairs of nodes for interaction. The objective is that the whole system eventually stabilizes in (converges to) a configuration which has some desired target property. In the general case, the nodes can be connected according to a specified graph G = (V, E) and two nodes can interact only if they are joined by an edge. Following the scenario considered in the majority of previous work on population protocols, we assume the complete communication graph and the random uniform scheduler. That is, each pair of nodes has equal probability to be selected for interaction in the current step, independently of the previous interactions.
The leader election starts with all nodes in the same initial state and the goal is that the system converges to a configuration with exactly one agent in a state which indicates that this node is the leader. The (two-opinion) exact majority voting starts with each node in one of two distinct states q A and q B , representing two distinct opinions (or votes) A and B. Initially a 0 nodes hold opinion A (are in the state q A ) and b 0 nodes hold opinion B, and we assume that a 0 = b 0 . We denote the initial imbalance between the two opinions by = |a 0 − b 0 |/n ≥ 1/n. The goal is that eventually all nodes will have the opinion of the initial majority. The exact majority voting should guarantee the correct answer even if the difference between a 0 and b 0 is only 1.
Let S denote the set of states of a population protocol. While |S| can grow with the size n of the population, keeping the number of states low is one of the primary objectives in design of population protocols. Let q(v, t) ∈ S denote the state of a node v ∈ V at step t (that is, after t individual interactions). Nodes change their states in pairwise interactions according to a common deterministic transition function δ : S × S → S × S. A population protocol has also an output function γ : S → Γ, which indicates the property to which the system should converge. For the exact majority voting, γ : S → {A, B}, which means that a node v ∈ V in state q ∈ S assumes that γ(q) is the majority opinion. An exact-majority protocol should eventually reach a step t, such that for each v ∈ V , γ(q(v, t)) is the initial majority opinion, and maintain this property in all subsequent steps. For leader election protocols, the output function is γ : S → {L, F }. A node v in a state q assumes that it is the leader, if γ(q) = L, or a 'follower,' if γ(q) = F .
We consider undirected individual communications, that is, the two interacting nodes are not designated as initiator and responder, so the transition functions must be symmetric. We follow the common convention of defining the (parallel) time as the number of steps (individual interactions) divided by n/2, that is, as the average number of interactions per node.
The completion (convergence) time) of a protocol is a random variable T C denoting the (parallel) time when the system stabilizes on the desired property. We are interested in designing protocols for which T C is small w.h.p. 1 E(T C ) is finite and ideally also small. A finite E(T C ) implies that a protocol cannot stabilize on an incorrect answer with any non-zero probability (even if it was exponentially small in the size of the population). We note that, for example, the pull voting [1, 10] and the two-sample voting [11] do not have this property because of the positive probability that the minority opinion wins. In addition to the analysis of correctness of a given protocol, we also want to derive bounds on the completion time, w.h.p. and/or in expectation. The aim is to achieve fast completion time with small number of states.
Previous work
Draief and Vojnović [13] and Mertzios et al. [15] analysed two similar four-state exact-majority protocols. Both protocols are based on the idea that the two opinions have "passive/weak" versions a and b and "dynamic/strong" versions A and B. The strong versions of opinions can be viewed as tokens moving around the graph. Initially each node v has a strong opinion A or B, and during the computation it has always one of the opinions a, b, A or B (so is in one of these four states). The strong opinions have dual purpose. Firstly, two opposite strong opinions cancel each other and change into weak opinions, if they interact. Such pairwise canceling ensures that the difference between the number of opinions a/A and b/B does not change throughout the computation, remaining equal to a 0 − b 0 . Secondly, the strong opinions which are still alive keep moving around the graph 'converting' the passive opposite opinions.
Mertzios et al. [15] call their protocol the 4-state ambassador protocol (the strong opinions are ambassadors) and prove the expected convergence time O(n 5 ) for any graph and O((n log n)/|a 0 − b 0 |) for the complete graph. Draief and Vojnović [13] call their 4-state protocol the binary interval consensus, viewing it as a special case of the interval consensus protocol of Bénézit et al. [8] , and analyse it in the continuous-time model. For the complete graph and uniform edge rates, they show that the expected convergence time is at most 2n(log n + 1)/|a 0 − b 0 |. They also derive completion time bounds for cycles, stars and Erdős-Rényi graphs.
The appealing aspect of the four-state exact-majority protocols is their simplicity and the constantsize local memory, but their convergence time is slow, if the initial imbalance is small. The convergence time decreases if the initial imbalance increases, so the performance would be improved, if there was a way of boosting the initial imbalance. Alistarh et al. [4] achieved such boosting by multiplying all initial strong opinions by r, where r is a positive integer parameter. The nodes keep the count of the number of strong opinions they currently hold. When eventually all strong opinions of the initial minority are canceled, there are |a 0 − b 0 |r strong opinions of the initial majority. This speeds up both the canceling of strong opinions and the converting of weak opinions of the initial minority. For complete graphs, this protocol converges in expected O((n log n)/(|a 0 − b 0 |r)) time and w.h.p. in O((n log 2 n)/(|a 0 − b 0 |r)) time, while the number of states is r + O(log n log r). Thus this protocol needs either |a 0 − b 0 | = Ω(n/polylog n) or Ω(n/polylog n) states to achieve a O(polylog n) time. More recently, Alistarh et al. [2] expanded and modified this protocol, reducing the number of states to O(log 2 n) and the converges time to O(log 3 n) w.h.p. and in expectation.
A suite of polylogarithmic-time population protocols for various functions, including the exact majority, was proposed by Angluin et al. [6] , but those protocols require a unique leader to synchronize the progress of the computation. Their exact-majority protocol runs in O(log 2 n) time w.h.p. and requires only constant number of states, but it may fail with some small probability (polynomially small, but positive) and, more significantly, requires the leader. The protocols developed in [6] are based on the idea of alternating cancellations and duplications, which has the following interpretation within the framework of canceling strong opinions. The canceling stops after a round of some pre-defined number of interactions, reducing the overall number of strong opinions to less than cn, for some small constant c < 1. This is followed by a round of interactions which ensures, w.h.p., that all remaning strong opinions duplicate. Each round takes O(log n) time and O(log n) repetitions of the double-round of cancellations and duplications increases the difference between the number of strong opinions A and strong opinions B to Θ(n).
Berenbrink et al. [9] have recently considered population protocols for the plurality consensus problem, which generalizes the majority voting problem to k ≥ 2 opinions. Using the methodology introduced earlier for load balancing [17] , they generalized the majority protocol of Alistarh et al. [4] in a number of ways: k ≥ 2 opinions, arbitrary graphs, and only O(log n) time w.h.p. for complete graphs and k = 2. Their protocol, however, requires a polynomial number of states and Ω(n/polylog n) initial advantage of the most common opinion to achieve O(polylog n) time.
The most recent population protocols for leader election are due to Alistarh and Gelashvili [3] , who showed a protocol with O(log 3 n) states and O(log 3 n) time (in expectation and w.h.p.), and Alistarh et al. [2] , who showed a protocol with O(log 2 n) states and O(log 5.3 n) expected and O(log 6.3 n) w.h.p. convergence time. Poly-logarithmic time requires the number of states growing with n. Doty and Soloveichik [12] showed that any leader election protocol with constant number of states has at least linear expected convergence time. Subsequently, Alistarh et al. [2] showed that any leader-election or exact-majority protocol with O(log log n) states has Ω(n/polylog n) expected time. There is an obvious two-state asymmetric leader election protocol with expected O(n) time: when two leader candidates meet, one of them turns into a follower. A symmetric polynomial-time protocol can be obtained by augmenting the state by one bit, which changes on each interaction and is used to break the symmetry when two leader candidates meet.
Our contributions
We present an exact-majority protocol for complete graphs which converges to the correct answer in O(log 2 n) time in expectation and w.h.p., and uses O(log 2 n) states, improving the time achieved in [2] . Note that it is enough for the nodes to know a polynomial upper bound on n in order to guarantee the same asymptotic performance of our algorithms. In the following, we assume for simplicity that n is known to every node. Our protocol is based on the idea of alternating cancellation and duplication of opinions introduced in [6] , but achieves all necessary synchronization without a leader. The nodes keep track of their local clocks -the counters of their own interactions, which stay sufficiently closely synchronized due to the uniform random selection of interactions. There are O(log n) cancellation/duplication phases and each phase takes O(log n) time, giving the total O(log 2 n) time. The requirement for O(log 2 n) states comes from counting O(log 2 n) interactions. Special care has to be given to the possibility that the local clocks may diverge or that some nodes have reached incorrect decision regarding the majority opinion. In both cases the nodes eventually realize that something has gone wrong and switch to the back-up four-state protocol, which guarantees that all nodes reach the correct answer in expected polynomial time. This is similar as in [3] , and since the back-up protocol is needed only with polynomially small probability, the overall time is still O(log 2 n), both in expectation and w.h.p.
For the leader election problem, we present a population protocol which has the same O(log 2 n) asymptotic running time and the number of states as our exact-majority protocol. Both our protocols are based on nodes counting their interactions. Availability of O(log 2 n) states means that each node can keep count of up to O(log 2 n) interactions. The random uniform scheduler ensures that the individual counts do not diverge too much. More specifically, in a period of Cn log n interactions, each node is selected on average for 2C log n interactions and, by a simple application of Chernoff's bounds, w.h.p. each node is selected for at least (2C − c) log n and at most (2C + c) log n interactions, where 0 < c C are suitably large constants. For example, for c = 9 and C = 12, the failure probability is n −α for some α > 1. Both our protocols use a O(log n)-time asynchronous push-pull broadcast protocol. Our leader election protocol (the more technically involved of the two) uses also a technique for simulating Bernoulli trails in a population protocol. The nodes count the number of successes within a logarithmic number of trials, and it can be shown that with constant probability the maximum number of successes occurs at a single node. Such a node will become the leader. Since with constant probability two nodes have the same maximum number of successes, we need a process of testing which of these two cases has happened and restart the protocol, if the nodes realize that there at least two leader candidates.
The analysis of our protocols relies on the performance of the following asynchronous push-pull broadcast in the complete graph. Initially one of the nodes possesses a piece of information. In each step, two nodes are selected uniformly at random, and if one has the message, then at the end of the step both of them will have it. W.h.p. in O(log n) (parallel) time all nodes have the message. The proof of this is given in Appendix and is very similar to the proof in [14] .
2 Exact majority voting in O(log 2 n) time with O(log 2 n) states
The state of each node v consists of v.vote ∈ {A, B, ∅} -the current opinion held by v, the counter v.time of the interactions and three boolean variables v.doubled, v.done and v.fail. The time counter increases by 1 with each interaction of v and is viewed as a pair of counters v.phase and v.step: the first one counts P = log n + 1 phases and the second one counts τ = C log n steps in the current phase, where C is a suitably large constant. 2 The variables v.doubled, v.done and v.fail, all initialized to false, indicate, respectively, whether the opinion held by v has been already duplicated in the current phase, whether node v has decided that its current opinion v.vote is the majority opinion, and whether v has realized that something has gone wrong. We say that v is in a fail state, if v.fail = true, and in a done state, if v.done = true and v.fail = false. Otherwise v is in a normal state. The counter v.time counts only to C log 2 n, so the number of states is O(log 2 n).
We want the local times at the nodes to be well synchronized, so that w.h.p. each node which is not at the very beginning or very end of its current phase interacts only with nodes which are in the same phase. This would require the local clocks (counters) not to differ by more than c log n, for some constant 0 < c C. However, since the number of interactions per node reaches Θ(log 2 n), we should expect that eventually there will be nodes with clocks differing by ω(log n). To keep the clocks close together, if two interacting nodes are at different phases, then the node at the lower phase jumps to the end of its phase. The interaction of two nodes is summarised in Algorithm 1, with the update of the phase and step in lines [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . This simple mechanism of adjusting the local clocks gives the following invariant (proof in Appendix).
Lemma 1 With high probability, for each p = 0, 1, . . . , P − 1, there is a (global) time step T such that each node is in phase p and at step at most c log n within this phase.
Assuming that all nodes are in the beginning part of the same phase p, that is, for each node v, v.phase = p and v.step ∈ [0, c log n), the computation during this phase proceeds w.h.p. in the following way. A node v is in the canceling stage when its steps are in [c log n, (C/2 − c) log n), and in the doubling stage when the steps are in [(C/2 + 2c) log n, (C − 5c) log n). We refer to the interval [(C/2 − c) log n, (C/2 + 2c) log n) as the middle part of the phase. At the time when the first node u reaches the next phase p + 1, all other nodes are at the end of phase p, that is, their steps are in [(C − 5c) log n, C log n). The push-pull broadcast started by u brings all nodes up to phase p + 1 and at some point they all are in the beginning part of this phase. If there is already a node in state done or fail, then w.h.p. each node will be in one of these two states within cn log n interactions, again by the properties of the asynchronous push-pull broadcast.
If two interacting nodes are not in states done or fail, then they participate in the canceling and doubling stages: lines 9-13. If both nodes are in the canceling stage, then the transition from the four-state protocol applies: if the nodes have opposite votes, they change to no-vote ∅. If both nodes are in the doubling stage, exactly one of them has a vote and it has not been duplicated yet in this phase, then this vote is duplicated now and shared between both nodes (lines [11] [12] [13] , and the variables doubled are set in both nodes. If a node has at the end of a phase a vote not duplicated during this phase and all nodes are in normal states, then w.h.p. the minority opinion has been already eliminated from the system. Such a node changes to state done (lines 20-22). The done state propagates through the system, but may at some point change to the fail state, if there are still two opposite votes (low but positive probability); see lines 3-8. The fail state is propagated through the system and does not change to any new state; see line 1. Two nodes may also get into the fail state, if their local clocks are too far apart (line 2). We say that the local clocks of two nodes are consistent, if they belong to the same part of the same phase or to two consecutive parts of a phase, for example, if one clock belongs to the initial part [0, c log n) of one phase while the other belongs to the canceling stage of this phase or to the final part of the previous phase. The details of this condition are hidden in the predicate Consistent in line 2. If the two clocks are not consistent, then they are considered too far apart and both nodes move to the fail state.
We now summarize the proof of correctness and performance of our algorithm. Lemma 2 If all nodes are in normal states and in the beginning part of the same phase p, 0 ≤ p < P , then w.h.p. when the last node completes the canceling stage of this phase (a) no node has entered yet the doubling stage of this phase (so all nodes are in the middle part of this phase), and (b) the number of nodes with opinions is at most n/4 or no minority opinion is left in the system.
Lemma 3
If all nodes are in the middle part of the same phase p, 0 ≤ p < P (that is, between the canceling and doubling stages of this phase) and the number of nodes with opinions is at most n/4, then w.h.p. each opinion will be duplicated in the doubling stage of this phase.
Lemma 4
If all nodes are in the beginning part of the same phase p < P − 1 and in normal states, then w.h.p. at some later step all nodes will be in the beginning part of phase p + 1 and either (a) all nodes will be in normal states or (b) there will be at least one node in a "done" state and holding the majority opinion, no nodes in a "fail" state, and no minority opinion will be left in the system.
Lemma 5
When all nodes are in the beginning part of the same phase p, 0 ≤ p < P , and all are in normal states, then the difference between the number of opinions A and B is equal to 2 p |a 0 − b 0 |.
Theorem 1
The protocol reaches the correct answer in O(log n log(n/|a 0 −b 0 |)) parallel time w.h.p. This protocol can be extended to a O(log 2 n)-state population protocol for the exact-majority problem which converges to the correct answer in O(log 2 n) time w.h.p. and in expectation.
3 Leader election in O(log 2 n) time with O(log 2 n) states
Our leader election protocol consists of two parts. The first part is an O(log n)-time process of selecting leader candidates. W.h.p. all nodes perform the same Θ(log n) number of Bernoulli trials and the leader candidates are the nodes which collect the maximum number of successes. At least one candidate is selected and exactly one candidate is selected with constant probability. 3 The second part of the protocol tests whether there is exactly one candidate. There are O(log n) test phases and each phase takes w.h.p. O(log n) time and gives either negative or non-negative answer. If there is exactly one candidate, then each test phase gives the non-negative answer. If there are two or more candidates, then each phase gives the negative answer with constant probability, so the first negative answer is obtained w.h.p. within O(log n) phases. The first phase with the negative answer causes the restart of the whole computation: the push-pull broadcast moves all nodes back to the beginning of the first part. When Θ(log n) consecutive phases give only nonnegative answers, then w.h.p. there is exactly one candidate, so each candidate declares itself the leader. In the low-probability event that two or more candidates declare themselves leaders, direct duels between leaders leave eventually only one surviving leader.
Since the first part of (each restart of) our protocol selects a unique candidate with constant probability, the number of restarts is constant in expectation and O(log n) w.h.p. The number of test phases between two consecutive restarts can be bounded by a geometric variable with constant expected value. These geometric variables are independent, so the total number of test phases (over all restarts) is w.h.p. O(log n) and the total time is w.h.p. O(log 2 n).
Each node can be in one of Θ(log 2 n) states denoted by < q i , X, G >, where q i indicates the phase or role of the node, X is the set to which the node belongs, which is A or B, or N for "not defined", and G ∈ {N, 0, 1} supports Bernoulli trials as explained below. The initial value for X and G is N . The "q i " in the state notation can come with parameters presented as superscripts; for example,
In the description and analysis of our protocol, we may drop some part of the state notation. For example, a state q i 0 will mean a state < q i, 0 , X, G > for any values of X and G, and a state q 0 will mean a state q i 0 for any value of i. The terms like "a q i node" and "an A node" will mean a node in a q i state and a node in set A (in a state with X = A), respectively.
Selecting leader candidates
The first part of the protocol can be viewed as consisting of five phases: (i) decide the X value; (ii) decide the G value; (iii) wait to ensure that w.h.p. all nodes have decided both their X and G values; (iv) perform Bernoulli trials; (v) eliminate from the leader contention all nodes with the number of successes less than the maximum. Let c C be two suitably large constants. The states are: q i 0 with 0 ≤ i ≤ c log n; q i 1 with 1 ≤ i ≤ (C/4) log n; q i 2 with 0 ≤ i ≤ C log n; q with 0 ≤ i ≤ C 2 log n and 0 ≤ s, t ≤ C log n; and q s,i 5 with 0 ≤ s ≤ 2C log n and 0 ≤ i ≤ 3C log n. Index i counts the interactions, t counts the Bernoulli trials, and s is related to the number of successes. The first part of the protocol ends when the first node enters state q 0,0,0 6
. The overview of the computation is below and the details of the state transitions are included in Appendix.
At the beginning, each node starts in a state < q i 0 , N, N >, where 0 ≤ i ≤ c log n. We could assume that initially all nodes are in the same state < q 0 0 , N, N >, but we need in the analysis this slack of 0 ≤ i ≤ c log n to cover the restarts. Every node, based on its interactions with other nodes, joins either set A or B (the first phase) and sets its G-value to either 0 or 1 (the second phase). W.h.p. for each of the four combinations of set A or B and the G-value 0 or 1, the number of nodes having this combination will be Θ(n). The B nodes perform C log n independent Bernoulli trials: each meeting with an A node is a trial, and the success is meeting an A node with the G value 1. If B nodes were to test the G bit of other nodes at each interaction, including the interactions with other B nodes, then the counts of successes would not be independent. We show that with constant probability the highest number of successes at a node is unique among the B-nodes. , N, N >, that is, c log n interactions without seeing a q 1 node, and meets again on its next interaction a node not in q 1 , then v decides to join set A, switching to state < q 0 1 , A, N >. The transitions for the q 1 phase convert the G-entry of each node from N to 0 or 1. A q 1 node first waits for C/4 · log n interactions, to ensure that w.h.p. all nodes have made their A-or-B decisions, and then sets its G-value to 0 or 1, if it meets a node with X ∈ {A, N } or X = B, respectively, and enters state q 0 2 . The q 2 phase is simply waiting for C log n interactions, to ensure that w.h.p. all nodes have decided both their X and G values. A node which reaches the q C log n 2 state, switches to state q 0,0 4 on its next interaction. Nodes in q 4 states perform Bernoulli trials, going through states q s,t 4 , where t counts the number of interactions with A-nodes (the trials) and s counts the number of 1's seen during these interactions (the successes). After C log n interactions with A-nodes, a q s,C log n 4 node switches to q s ,0 5 , where s = s for A nodes and s = s + C log n for B-nodes. This effectively eliminates all A nodes as leader contenders. We will show that that the maximum value s occurring at a < q s,C log n 4 , B, * > node is unique with constant probability (Lemma 9).
In the next phase, the maximum s-value at q . The new higher value s is propagated further by v. If a node does not convert to q 3 within 3C log n steps, then it assumes that its s value is maximum and declares itself a leader candidate by switching to state q 0,0,0 6 . At least one node eventually turns into the q 0,0,0 6 state, but with constant probability this node is not unique because with constant probability the node achieving the highest s value in the q 4 phase is not unique. In the second part of our protocol, described in Section 3.3, the nodes will find out whether the leader candidate is unique or not. If the leader candidate is unique, then this node becomes the leader. Otherwise, a leader candidate that detects another candidate broadcasts this information through the system, restarting the whole protocol.
Analysis of the first part of the protocol: selection of leader candidates
The analysis of this algorithm is divided into three parts. Initially each node is in some state < q i 0 , N, N > with 0 ≤ i ≤ c log n. First we show that at the time step when the first one or two nodes switch to state q 0,0 4 , w.h.p. all other nodes are in states < q i 2 , X, G > with X ∈ {A, B}, G ∈ {0, 1} and i > (C − 3c) log n. Additionally, w.h.p. for each of the four combinations of X ∈ {A, B} and G ∈ {0, 1}, the number of nodes in states < q, X, G >, where q is q i 2 or q 0,0 4 , is Θ(n). Next, we show that w.h.p. there will be a time step, in which one or two nodes are in state q s,C log n 5 and all other nodes are in states q s ,i 5 , with i < C log n, and q s ,i 3
. Furthermore, with constant probability there is a unique node w ∈ V in a state q
, where s max is the maximum s over the nodes in states q s,i 5 , i ≤ C log n. Finally, there will be a time step when one node switches to state q 0,0,0 6 , while w.h.p. all other nodes are in states q 3 or q s,i 5 , where i > (2C − 5c) log n.
Lemma 6 With high probability there is a time step, at which one or two nodes are switching to state q 0 2 while all other nodes are in states q i 1 , with i ≤ C/4 · log n. Thus each node has already decided whether it is in set A or B, and w.h.p. the number of A nodes and the number of B nodes are both at least n(1 − o(1))/32. Lemma 7 When the first node switches to state q 0,0 4 , then w.h.p. there is no node in state q 1 . Moreover, w.h.p. there are Θ(n) nodes in states < * , x, g >, for each (x, g) ∈ {A, B} × {0, 1}.
Lemma 8 When the first node enters state q s,C log n 5 , w.h.p. all other nodes are in states q 5 and q 3 .
Lemma 9 Let us consider the first step, in which no node is in state q 4 (the last q 4 node has just switched to q 5 ). Then w.h.p. all nodes are either in states q s,i 5 with i < C log n or states q 3 . Furthermore, for s max = max{s | ∃v in q (that is, belongs to V max ) or on state q smax,i 3 .
Testing the number of leader candidates
The testing whether there is one or more than one leader candidates starts when the first candidate enters state q 0,0,0 6
. The states in this part of the protocol are: q l,i,j 6 with l ∈ {0, 1, 2}, 0 ≤ i, j ≤ C log n; q l,i 7 with 0 ≤ j ≤ (3/4)C log n, if l ∈ {1, 2}, and 0 ≤ j ≤ C 3 log 2 n, if l = 0; and q 8 , q 9 , and q 10 . Each leader candidate v remains in states q l,i,j 6 , where j counts the test phases, i counts the interactions within the current phase, and l indicates the type of message the candidate v is broadcasting in the current phase. The value of l equal to 1 or 2 indicates the message of type 1 or 2, respectively, and l = 0 means that v has not decided yet which of the two messages to broadcast. The general idea is that if there are two (or more) leader candidates, then with constant probability, in the same test phase one candidate broadcasts message 1 and the other message 2. The nodes will realize that different types of messages are in the system (that is, that this test phase gives the negative outcome) and the protocol will be restarted. The test phase gives a non-negative outcome, if there is only one leader candidate or if all leader candidates decide to broadcast the same message. The nodes in states q l,i 7 are followers, which are waiting for a message from a leader candidate, if l = 0, or are participating in propagating message l, if l ∈ {1, 2}. Index i counts the interactions performed since receiving the last message.
A leader candidate starts its j-th test phase in state q 0,0,j 6
and decides at the first interaction which message to broadcast. When it meets an A node, then it decides on message 1 and switches to state q 1,1,j 6
, otherwise it decides on message 2 and switches to state q 2,1,j 6
. When a leader candidate has decided to send out in the current test phase a message of type l ∈ {1, 2}, then in the next interaction, if it meets a node in state q 0,i 7 , then this follower switches to state q l,1 7 . If the leader candidate interacts in this step with a node that possesses already some message (of any type), then it switches to state q 8 , meaning that w.h.p. there are at least two leader candidates, so the whole protocol should restart. If this is not the case, then in the next C log n − 1 steps, the leader candidate increments its i counter in each step but does not pass on any messages (i.e., does not convert any other q 0,i 7 node to q l,1 7 ). The leader candidate switches to the restart state q 8 , if it meets a node with a message of different type. After C log n interactions, if the leader candidate has not switched to state q 8 , it proceeds to the next test phase by entering state q 0,0,j+1 6 . The limit on the number of test phases is set at C log n. If a leader candidate does not recognize any other leader candidates during C log n phases, then it switches to state q 9 , declaring itself a leader.
If a follower in state q l,i 7 , with l ∈ {1, 2} (i.e., an informed follower propagating message l) meets a node in state q 0,i 7 (a follower without any message), then the message is passed to the uninformed follower, who switches to q l,1 7 . If two followers carrying different types of messages meet, then they switch to state q 8 , triggering a restart. Otherwise, once the interaction counter of an informed follower reaches C log n/32, it stops transmitting the message further, and when the counter reaches 3C log n/4, it drops the message altogether and switches to q 0,0 7 (gets ready for the next test phase). To restart the protocol, when a q 8 node meets a node which is in a state other than the final leader and non-leader states q 9 and q 10 , both nodes switch to the initial < q 0 0 , N, N >. If a q 0 node meets a node u which is in a state other than q 0 , q 1 , q 9 , q 10 , then u also switches to < q 0 0 , N, N >. In our analysis, we first show that if there is only one leader candidate, then this node initiates every C log n + 1 interactions a new message 1 or 2, which is then broadcast to all nodes in the system. The followers carry out these broadcasts, but they forget the message after 3C log n/4 interactions, switching back to the listening mode (states q 0,i 7 ). Thus when a new message is initiated, w.h.p. all followers are in the listening mode, so the leader candidate will see in the system only its current message. If there are two leader candidates, then w.h.p. one of them will realize that there is another candidate, if the time difference between the initialization of their messages is sufficiently large, even if the messages are the same. If the leader candidates remain closely synchronized, then we rely on the fact that w.h.p. in one of Θ(log n) test phases, one candidate initiates message 1 while some other candidate initiates message 2. When this happens, w.h.p. some node will realize that there are at least two leader candidates in the system. In both cases, any node which realizes that w.h.p. there are at least two leader candidates switches to state q 8 to trigger restart. The details of the protocol and the proofs of the following two theorems are in the Appendix.
Theorem 2 With probability 1 − n −Ω(1) , the leader election algorithm designates a single leader in O(log 2 n) time.
To guarantee that our algorithm always (that is, with probability 1) ends in a configuration with exactly one node in the leader state q 9 and all other nodes in the non-leader state q 10 , we proceed in the following way. If a q 9 or q 10 node meets any node in a state other than q 9 , it converts this node into state q 10 . Furthermore, a q 9 -node can be in two different states, < q 9 , 0 > or < q 9 , 1 >, flipping the 0/1 bit at each interaction. If a < q 9 , 0 > node meets a < q 9 , 1 > node, then the latter switches to the non-leader state q 10 . Such duels between leader candidates and flipping the additional bit ensure that if two or more nodes enter the leader state q 9 (a low but positive probability), all but one leader will eventually switch to the non-leader state. One can check that the only stable configurations of our protocol are when one node is in state q 9 and all other nodes are in state q 10 . Furthermore, for each other configuration there is a sequence of interactions which lead to a stable configuration. This implies that the algorithm converges with probability 1.
We believe that our protocol, as described so far, has also expected O(log 2 n) convergence time, but we do not have a proof. (Convergence with probability 1 together with fast convergence w.h.p. do not necessarily imply the expected fast convergence.) We therefore extend our protocol to get O(log 2 n) convergence time also in expectation as stated in the theorem below.
Theorem 3
The leader election protocol can be combined with a polynomial-time constant-space protocol to obtain a leader-election population protocol with O(log 2 n) states and O(log 2 n) convergence time w.h.p. and in expectation.
Simulations
We have implemented our exact-majority and leader election protocols and the protocols proposed in [3] , [2] and [15] . We have run simulations on complete graphs to compare the observed performance of these algorithms.
The performance of the exact majority protocols is plotted in Figures 1 and 2 . Figure 1 shows that the round count for our O(log 2 n)-time BCER protocol is quite high in comparison with the O(log 3 n)-time AAEGR protocol of [2] . Figure 2 , which shows normalized running times, suggests that both algorithms complete the computation within Θ(log 2 n) expected number of rounds. The high constant factor in the running time of our algorithm is the price we pay for provably guaranteeing the O(log 2 n) time in expectation and with high probability.
We compare the performance of our O(log 2 n)-states leader election protocol with the O(log 3 n)-states protocol AG from [3] and the O(log 2 n)-states protocol AAEGR from [2] . The plots in Figures 3 and 4 indicate that our protocol has the lowest rate of growth of the running time.
Appendix

A.1 Four-state exact-majority voting protocol
The transition function of the four-state exact-majority voting protocols analysed in [13] and [15] is geven below. The states X and Y stand for distinct strong opinions and x and y stand for the corresponding weak opinions; q stands for any state.
A.2 Proofs of the lemmas for the exact majority protocol
Proof of Lemma 1:
The lemma can be proven by induction. The case p = 0 is obvious: at the global step T = 0, all nodes are in phase 0 and step 0. Assume that for some 0 ≤ p < P − 1, each node is in phase p and at step at most c log n. When the first node eventually enters the next phase p + 1 all other nodes are "dragged" to phase p + 1 by the asynchronous push-pull broadcast process, which completes with probability at least 1 − n −α 1 in (c/4)n log n global steps. During these (c/4)n log n steps, any fixed node v is selected for interactions on average (c/2) log n times and no more than c log n times with probability at least 1 − n −α 2 (from Chernoff's bounds). Thus, with probability at least 1 − n −α 1 − n −α 2 ≥ 1 − n −α , at the time when the last node reaches phase p + 1, node v is still at this phase and at step v.step ≤ c log n. This implies that the statement in the lemma holds with probability at least 1 − P/n −α+1 . The constants α 1 , α 2 and α depend on c and increase with c.
Proof of Lemma 2:
Consider the subsequent (C/4)n log n interactions. Each node participates in (C/2) log n interactions on average, and w.h.p. participates in at least (C/2 − c) log n and at most (C/2 + c) log n interactions (from Chernoff's bounds). Since each node starts with its step in [0, c log n), then w.h.p. after (C/4)n log n interactions all nodes are still in phase p and their steps are in [(C/2 − c) log n, (C/2 + 2c) log n), that is, all nodes are in the middle part of phase p.
Consider a node v with the minority opinion at the beginning of phase p and consider the interactions of this node during this phase at steps [(3c) log n, (C/2 − 3c) log n]. For each such interaction, we say that this interaction is successful if the other node u is in the canceling stage of this phase and either the total number of majority opinions is less than n/8, or this number is at least n/8 and node u holds the majority opinion (so the opinions of v and u are canceled). Since node u is w.h.p. in the canceling stage of this phase, the probability of success is at least 1/8 − o(1). Therefore, w.h.p. node v will have success in at least one interaction, so w.h.p. each node with the minority opinion will have at least one success. This implies that when all nodes reach the middle part of this phase, then w.h.p. either the number of nodes with the majority opinion is less than n/8 (so there are less than n/4 nodes with opinions) or all minority opinions have been canceled.
Proof of Lemma 3:
(Sketch) An opinion is duplicated, if it meets a node with no opinion. If before the doubling stage the number of nodes with opinions is at most n/4, there will be at least n/2 nodes with no opinion throughout this doubling stage. Thus each node v which holds an opinion, in each step [((3/5)C) log n, ((4/5)C) log n), has at least 1/2 − o(1) chance to meet a node with no opinion (and to duplicate).
Proof of Lemma 5:
By induction on p. For p = 0, the statement is obvious, since each node has its initial opinion. Assume that the statement is true for some 0 ≤ p < P − 1. The canceling of opinions in this phase does not change the difference between the number of opinions A and B. If each node entering the next phase remains in a normal state, then for each node entering the next phase and having a vote, this vote must be a result of (exactly) one duplication in the doubling stage of phase p. Thus, if there is a (global) step when all nodes are in the beginning part of phase p + 1 and all are in normal states, then the number of votes is 2 · 2 p |a 0 − b 0 |.
Lemma 5 implies the following corollary.
Corollary 1 If for each p = 0, 1, . . . , P − 1, there is a (global) step such that all nodes are in the beginning of phase p, then for some phase q ≤ log(n/|a 0 − b 0 |) + 1, there is a node which is in the beginning of this phase and in either "done" or "fail" state.
Proof of Theorem 1:
Use Lemma 4 and Corollary 1 to show, by induction on the number of phases, that by the phase log(n/|a 0 − b 0 |) + 1, w.h.p. at least one node reaches a done state with the correct majority opinion, no minority opinions are left in the system and no node is in a fail state. The correct answer will be broadcast to all nodes in additional O(log n) time w.h.p.
To obtain O(log 2 n) time also in expectation, we have to augment our protocol to recover from the possibility of ending up in fail states with incorrect answer. We run in parallel our protocol and the four-states exact majority protocol: the state space of the combined protocol is the product of the state spaces of both protocols and on each individual interaction, each protocol performs its own state transition. The output function of the combined protocol is the output function of our protocol for all states other than the fail states and is the output function of the four-state protocol on all fail states. Our protocol always converges either to a global state such that all nodes are in done states and all hold the opinion of the initial majority, or to a global state such that all nodes are in fail states. This property and the convergence property of the four-state protocol imply that the combine protocol converges to the correct answer. Theorem 1 implies that the combined protocol computes the exact majority in O(log n log(n/|a 0 − b 0 |)) time w.h.p.: if our protocol stabilizes on the done states and the correct output, the four-state protocol will never overrule it.
Our protocol converges in O(log 2 n) time w.h.p. Thus the expected convergence time of the combined protocol is O(log n log(n/|a 0 − b 0 |)) with a high probability p and is O(n log n) (the expected convergence time of the four-state protocol) with probability 1 − p. With the appropriate constants in our protocol, p ≥ 1 − n, so the expected convergence of the combined protocol is O(log n log(n/|a 0 − b 0 |)).
A.3 State transitions for Section 3.1: first part of the leader election protocol
In the specification of the transitions below, we always specified the transition of the first entry. That is, a transition (q i , g j ) → q l means that if a node v in state q i meets a node u in state q j , then v switches to state q l . Also, we omit the X-and G-entries from the state of a node, if they do not change and do not play any role in the transition. If the transition for some specific state by meeting a node in some other specific state is is not specified, then this means that the state will not change.
The transition function for the phases q 0 and q 1 are defined below.
• (q i 0 , * ) → q i+1 0 , where i < c log n, * = q 1
• (q c log n 0 , * ) → < q 0 1 , A, N >, where * = q 1
1 , where i < C/4 · log n
The transitions for the phases q 2 and q 4 are specified in the next table.
• (q i 2 , * ) → q i+1 2 , where i ≤ C log n − 1
, B, * >, * ) → q s+C log n,0 5
Next we consider the transitions for the nodes in state q 5 .
• (q
, if i < 3C log n and * = q , if s < s
, if no other rule for q 3 or q 0,0 7 is specified
According to the rules above, if two nodes meet, one e.g. in state q 
A.4 Proofs for Section 3.2
Proof of Lemma 6:
We define n consecutive interactions a period, and show that if c is large enough, then within c log n periods, every node is chosen at least c log n and at most 3c log n times for communication, w.h.p. Let v ∈ V be a node. At each time step, v is chosen for communication with probability 2/n, independently of all other steps. Thus, in c log n periods, v is chosen 2c log n times in expectation. Simple Chernoff bounds imply that if c is large enough, then v is chosen at least c log n times and at most 3c log n times, w.h.p.
Assume now that C > 64c is a large constant. Similarly as before, if C is large enough, then each node v interacts w.h.p. within (C/8 − C/128) log n periods at least (C/4 − C/64) log n and at most C/4 · log n times. Within (C/8 + C/64) log n periods, every node interacts at least C/4 · log n and at most (C/4 + C/32) log n times The pigeonhole principle implies that within C/8 log n periods there will be at least one node which interacts at least C/4 · log n times. Thus, we conclude that w.h.p. after at most (C/8 + c) log n periods at least one node will switch to state q 0,0 2 . As described above, by the end of period c log n, all nodes have switched to state q 1 , but no node reached state q 0,0 2 , w.h.p. That is, by that time all nodes belong to one of the sets A or B, w.h.p. Assume now, there is a time step such that exactly n/4 nodes belong to set A, and |A| > |B|. This implies that at least n/2 nodes are still in state q i 0 with some i ≤ c log n. Let v be such a node.
Whenever v interacts, it meets an A node with probability at least 1/4.
We divide the set of q 0 -nodes into the sets {v 1 , . . . , v n/4 } and {v n/4+1 , . . . , v n/2 }. We assume w.l.o.g. that these nodes are ordered according to the time they convert into q 1 -nodes. Then, each node v i with i ≤ n/4 switches to state B with probability at least 1/4, independently. On the other hand, if two nodes v i and v i+1 meet, where v i+1 is in state q c log n 0 , then both turn into A nodes. Thus, every node v i with i ≤ n/4 being odd switches to state B with probability 1/4, independently. Therefore, the expected number of B nodes at the end is at least n/32. Applying now Chernoff bounds, we obtain the lemma. In the case that at a certain time step |B| = n/4 and |B| > |A|, the same analysis leads to the result.
Proof of Lemma 7:
In this proof, we first show that at the time step when the first node or the first two nodes switch to state q 0,0 4 , w.h.p. all the other nodes are in state q 2 . Furthermore, we show that w.h.p. there are Θ(n) nodes of both types, 0 and 1, in set A. For the set B, the same can be shown with the same techniques.
As shown in the previous proof, within (C/8 + C/64) log n periods every node interacts at least C/4 · log n times. Thus by the end of period (c + C/8 + C/64) log n, all nodes are in state q 2 , and no node is in state q 4 yet. Together with the fact that within (C/8 − C/128) log n periods the number of interactions a node may have is at most C/4 · log n, w.h.p. we conclude that the nodes turn into state q 0 2 after the beginning of period (C/8 − C/128) log n but by the end ofperiod (c + C/8 + C/64) log n. We also know that by the end of period c log n (C/8 − C/128) log n all nodes belong to some set A or B w.h.p. A node in state q C/4·log n 1 sets its G-value to 0 if it meets an A node, and to 1 if it meets a B node. Here we only consider the nodes of set A. Clearly, there is a constant probability p = |A|/n between 0 and 1 that a node v sets its G-value to 0; however, the events between two nodes of A are not independent. In expectation, there will be |A| 2 /n = Θ(n) nodes in A with G-value 0.
Let A = {v 1 , . . . , v |A| }. Let X i be 1 if the G-value of v i becomes 0 and 0 otherwise, and let
. Clearly, Y 0 , . . . , Y |A| is a Martingale sequence, which satisfies the 2-Lipschitz condition. Applying now the Azuma-Hoeffding inequality, we obtain that the number of nodes with G-value 0 in A is (1±o(1))|A| 2 /n, w.h.p. This also implies that the number of nodes with G-value 1 in A is (1 − o(1))|A| · |B|/n, w.h.p. Applying the same calculations to the set B, we obtain the result w.r.t. the 0-and 1-nodes in B.
Proof of Lemma 8:
As in the proof of Lemma 6, we call n consequtive interactions a period. We showed that w.h.p. all nodes convert between periods (C/8 − C/128) log n and (c + C/8 + C/64) log n into state q 0,0 2 . Using Chernoff bounds as in the proof of Lemma 7 we obtain that within additional (C/2 + C/128) log n periods every node will convert into state q 4 . Next we show that a node v meets within (Cn/(2|A|)+ C/128) log n periods at least C log n nodes from set A, w.h.p., if C is large enough.
According to Lemma 6, |A| > n(1 − o(1))/32, w.h.p. A node is selected for communication in a step with probability 2/n, and if selected, it interacts with an A-node with probability |A|/n. Thus, the expected number of steps v interacts with an A-node is 2|A|n(Cn/(2|A|) + C/128) log n n 2 = (C + C|A|/(64n)) log n ≥ (C + C/(2048)) log n Applying Chenroff bounds, we obtain that the number of steps v interacts with an A-node is at least C log n, w.h.p., if C is large enough. Using simlar techniques, we obtain that within (Cn/(2|A|) − C/128) log n periods the number of steps a node v interacts with an A is at most C log n, w.h.p., if C is large enough.
This implies that the first period, in which a node switches to state q * ,0 5 is (C/8 − C/128) log n + (C/2 − C/128) log n + (nC/(2|A|) − C/128) log n and the last period in which a node converts to state q * ,0 5 is (c + C/8 + C/64) log n + (C/2 + C/128) log n + (Cn/(2|A|) + C/128) log n, w.h.p. The time difference between them is at most (c + C/32 + C/64 + C/128) log n periods. Applying Chernoff bounds, we obtain that within these periods no node can interact with more than C log n other nodes, w.h.p. Thus, when a node reaches state q * ,C log n 5
, then all q 4 -nodes have switched to state q 5 (and may have turned afterwards into q 3 -nodes).
Proof of Lemma 9:
The first statement follows from Lemma 8. To prove the second statement, we only consider nodes from set B, and show that among these nodes the maximum value i is unique with constant probability. Taking into account that at the end the value C log n is added to all nodes from B (while the nodes from A leave their values after C log n interactions with nodes from A unchanged), the maximum value occurs at a node of set B, w.h.p.
The proof of this lemma is similar to the analysis of the number of nodes having maximum degree in an Erdős-Rényi random graph with edge probability Θ((log n)/n). We first compute the probability that a node has an arbitrary but fixed value i, when it switches to state q 5 . Note that every node has C log n interactions with A-nodes before it switches to state q 0,0 5 . Let p denote the probability that a node increases its i value in a step (i.e., it meets a node in some state < * , A, 1 >). Then, every node in q * , * 4 has in expectation an i value of pC log n when it enters state q 6 . Using simple Chernoff bounds, we obtain that no node will have an i value larger than pC log n+δC log n, w.h.p., where δ is significantly smaller than p whenever C is large enough. This also implies that if C is large enough, then p + δ < 1.
Consider some value 0 < δ < δ. Then, denote by k δ = pC log n + δ C log n and we obtain that a node is in state q k δ ,C log n 4 before entering state q 0,0 5 with probability
We consider now
which is a constant larger than 1. This implies that there is some value δ for which P k δ ≥ 1/n, P k δ +1 < 1/n, and P k δ /P k δ +1 is bounded from below by some constant larger than 1. Furthermore,
is a constant larger than one for any δ ≤ δ ≤ δ. Since among the nodes in B the random variables denoting the number of s-values are independent, there will be at least one node in B, which reaches state q i,C log n 4 with s ≥ k δ , with some probability bounded away from 0. Taking into consideration that a node exceeds value k δ with probability
this value s is unique among all nodes with constant probability. Furthermore, there is a range [k δ − r log log n), k δ ] with r being some constant, such that the probability for a node to reach state q s,C log n 4 with s in the range given before is Θ(log n/n). This implies that the largest s value will be at least k δ − r log log n, with high probability.
Proof of Lemma 10:
According to Lemma 8, we know that at the first time step when a node is in state q s,C log n 5 , all nodes are in state q 3 or q 5 w.h.p. Since the nodes q smax, * 5 can not switch to state q 3 , all these nodes will broadcast their values to the other nodes by letting every other node switch to state q smax 3
. Thus, the spread of the s max values can be modeled by an asynchronous push-pull broadcast protocol as described in Section A.7. According to Theorem 4, there is a constant c such that within c log n periods, all nodes receive the value s max , w.h.p. Letting C being large enough, Chernoff bounds imply that no node interacts within c log n steps more than C log n times, w.h.p. Since at the first time when a node is in state q s,C log n 5 , all nodes are in state q 5 or q 3 (including the nodes with upper index s max ), and within c log n further periods all nodes are either in V max or in state q 3 , we obtain that by that time no node will have switched to state q 6 or q 7 , w.h.p. Hence, only nodes of V max can enter state q 6 , and when this happens for the first time, all other nodes are in state q 3 , w.h.p.
A.5 Transition table from Section 3.3
We assume that there are O(log n) nodes which are in state q 6 (leader candidates) and the rest is in state q 7 (followers, starting with q 0,0 7 ) or q 5 (leader candidates which have not entered state q 6 yet). Clearly, at the beginning there can also be q 3 -nodes; however, these followers are treated as q 0,0 7 -nodes, i.e., in each transition q 0,0 7 on the left hand side can be replaced by any q i,j 3 . We check whether a single node is in state q 6 (and no node is in state q 5 ) by the following algorithm. The different states a leader candidate can have are q l,i,j 6 with l = 0, 1, 2, and i, j ≤ C log n. Similarly, a follower can be in a state q l,i 7 with l = 0, 1, 2 and i ≤ 3C log n/4. The transitions for initiating a message of type 1 are as follows:
and i, j = C log n
• (q l,C log n,j 6 , * ) → q 0,0,j+1 6 , if j < C log n • (q l,C log n,C log n 6 , * ) → < q 9 , 0 > The transitions for initiating a message of type 2 are described below.
The transitions above describe the case, in which the Bernoulli trial was unsuccessful.
Next we describe how the message is propagated in the system.
if 0 < i < C log n/32 and l = 1, 2
7 if 0 < i < C log n/32 and l = 1, 2
if none of the other rules apply As in Section 3, we specified for each q i -node the transition when it meets a node in state q j . That is, transition (q i , q j ) → q l means that the q i -node switches to state q l when it meets a node in state q j . Now we are looking at the endgame.
A.6 Proofs for Section 3.3
Lemma 11
If there is only one leader candidate, then no node will ever enter state q 8 w.h.p.
Proof. In this lemma, we consider the case when |V max | = 1 in Lemma 9. According to Lemma 10, the node v ∈ V max switches to state q 0,0,0 6
, and at this time, all other nodes are in state q imax, * 3 . Since in the testing phase q 3 -nodes follow the same rules as q 0,0 7 -nodes, we may assume that at the beginning, one node is in state q 0,0,0 6 and all the others are in state q 0,0 7 . Applying simple Chernoff bounds, we conclude that with high probability the second upper index of a q 0, * 7 -node will never reach the value C 3 log 2 n before a q 8 -or q 9 -node appears. Therefore, we ignore the second upper index in a q 7 -node as long as the first upper index is 0.
Let us define the i th epoch as the time during which the third upper index of the q 6 -node is i. We show by induction that w.h.p. at the beginning of an epoch all nodes except the q 6 -node are in state q 0, * 7 , during the epoch no node switches to state q 8 , and at the end of the epoch all nodes except the q 6 -node are in state q 0, * 7 . At the beginning of the 0 th epoch the statement is true (see above). Assume that the statement is true at the end of epoch i − 1 and therefore it is also true at the beginning of epoch i. When the node q 6 communicates for the first time in this epoch, it switches either to state q and all other nodes are in state q 0, * 7 . Then the leader candidate interacts with another node exactly once, and converts this node into state q 1,1 7 . The process can be described by a simple (asynchronous) push & pull algorithm [14] , where in each step an edge is chosen, and if one of the nodes possesses the message, then the other one will become informed as well.
Let n consecutive iterations be a period. According to Theorem 4, within O(log n) periods all nodes are informed, w.h.p. Thus, if C is large enough, then all nodes are informed within C log n/70 periods w.h.p., which implies that at the end of the broadcast process all followers are in state q 1,j 7 for some j. Furthermore, if C is large enough, then within C log n/32 periods, all nodes interacted at least once after they received the message, i.e., after they switched to state q 1,1 7 , w.h.p. Also, within (3C/8 + C/16) log n periods every node interacts at least 3C/4 · log n times and at most (3C/4 + C/8) · log n times, w.h.p. Thus, after period (3C/8 + C/16 + C/32) log n all nodes will be in state q 0, * 7 , except the leader candidate that will still be in state q 1,j,i 6 with j ≤ (3C/4 + C/4) · log n, w.h.p. This implies that when the leader candidate reaches state q 1,C log n,i 6 all followers are in state q 0, * 7 and the next epoch i + 1 starts. Summarizing, at the beginning of the i th epoch all nodes except the q 6 -node are w.h.p. in state q 0, * 7 , during this epoch no node switches to state q 8 , and at the end of the epoch all nodes except the q 6 -node are in state q 0, * 7 . If i = C log n, then the leader candidate switches to state q 9 w.h.p. and declares itself the leader.
2
In the next lemma we assume that |V max | > 1 in Lemma 9, and show that all leader candidates act synchronously within a relatively small time frame or a q 8 -node appears. We assume here that there are at most O(log n) leader candidates (this holds with high probability, as shown in Lemma 9). Lemma 13 shows that if there are at least two leader candidates, then one of them will realize this and will enter state q 8 . The node in state q 8 informs all nodes and the whole process is repeated.
Lemma 12 Let n consecutive interactions be a period, and assume period 1 starts when a single node v is in state q 0,0,0 6
and all others are in state q imax, * 5 or q imax, * 3
. We call period τ i the period in which v performs its i(C log n+1)'st interaction after the beginning of period 1. For any i < C log n, if there is more than one leader candidate, then either all leader candidates switch to state q 0,0,i 6 in one of the periods {τ i − C log n/70, . . . , τ i + C log n/70}, or a node switches to state q 8 before period τ i+1 w.h.p.
Proof. First assume that at the beginning of period 1, there are some q 5 -nodes. Clearly, these nodes are in some states q within C log n/70 periods w.h.p., or a node switches to state q 8 . Thus, if one of the q 5 -nodes does not switch to q 0,0,0 6 within C log n/70 periods, then this node will switch to state q 8 , w.h.p. Now we show the statement on induction over τ i . Assume that w.r.t. τ i all leader candidates switched to state q 0,0,i 6 in one of the periods {τ i − C log n/70, . . . , τ i + C log n/70}. We can assume here that we are given some predefined steps at which the nodes interact and change their state to q 0,0,i 6
. Furthermore, for the analysis in this proof we assume a modified protocol, in which as long as none of the q 6 -nodes change their third upper index to i + 1, no node is allowed to enter state q 8 , and as soon as one of the q 6 -nodes switches to state q 0,0,i+1 6 , all q 7 -nodes change their state to q 0,0 7 . Using simple Chernoff bounds, one can show that some node w that switched to q 0,0,i 6 in some period τ i changes to state q 0,0,i+1 6 in a period lying in the range [τ i + C log n − C/70 · log n, τ i + C log n + C/70 · log n], w.h.p., if C is large enough. Since we assumed that τ i ∈ {τ i − C log n/70, . . . , τ i + C log n/70}, we obtain that w switches to state q 0,0,i+1 6 in some period in the range [τ i + C log n − C/35 · log n, τ i + C log n + C/35 · log n] w.h.p.
Let u be the first node that switches to state q 0,0,i+1 6 in a period in the range [τ i + C log n − C/35 · log n, τ i + C log n + C/35 · log n]. Let τ i+1 denote this period. We know that within c log n periods, all nodes receive the message of u, w.h.p. (see Theorem 4), where c < C/70 if C is large enough. That is, all q 7 -nodes will receive the message of u within c log n periods, but none of them will interact more than C/2 log n times by period τ i + C log n + C/35 · log n after recieving this message, w.h.p. However, if v switches to state q 0,0,i+1 6 in some period after τ i+1 + c log n, but before period τ i + C log n + C/35 · log n (the latter event happens w.h.p.), then v will switch to state q 8 . The case, in which a node u exists such that u switches to state q 0,0,i+1 6 in some period in the range [τ i+1 , τ i + C log n + C/35 · log n], is analyzed in the same way. Thus, the lemma follows. 2
Lemma 13
If there are at least two leader candidates, then at least one node will switch to state q 8 , w.h.p.
Proof. In the previous lemma we proved that either all leader candidates act synchronously (within a frame of [−C/70 · log n, C/70 · log n] periods, or a node switches to state q 8 , w.h.p. Assume, there is an i < C log n such that a node v switches to state q 1,1,i 6
and another node u switches to state q 2,1,i 6
. If the two do not switch within the given time frame, then a q 8 -node arises w.h.p. Otherwise, both start broadcasting their messages (v a message of type 1, and u a message of type 2). However, since a message is distributed in the system within O(log n) steps (see Theorem 4), the two messages will meet within C/70 · log n periods, and a q 8 node arises. Clearly, the event that for an arbitrary but fixed i < C log n a leader candidate v switches to state q 1,1,i 6 and another leader candidate u switches to state q 2,1,i 6 occurs with constant probability. Since we consider any i = 1, . . . , C log n, such an i exists with high probability.
Theorem 2 follows from the previous lemmas.
Proof of Theorem 2:
Assume, there is a single leader elected during this process. Then, this leader will be in state q 9 at the end (see Lemma 11) , and this information is propagated to all nodes in the system. If there are two or more leader candidates, then a node will switch w.h.p. to state q 8 , and this information is also spread to all nodes. For this, we consider the transitions (q 8 , * ) → (q 0 0 , q 0 0 ) and (q i 0 , * ) → (q i+1 0 , q 0 0 ), where * = q 0 , q 1 . Thus, choosing c accordingly, within c/4 · log n periods all nodes convert to q 0 w.h.p., and no node performs more than c log n interactions, so we are in the initial state, w.h.p. Then, with constant probability a leader is chosen. By repeating the whole protocol Θ(log n) times, a leader is chosen with high probability.
Concerning the running time, assume that the process is repeated c log n times, i.e., c log n − 1 times a q 8 node arises that restarts the whole protocol. Define Z i to be the random variable, which describes how often the testing phase is repeated between the i'th and i + 1'st restart of the whole process, i.e., the time the third upper index of a fixed leader candidate is increased in q * , * ,j 6 within this repetition. According to Lemma 13, with some constant probability p > 0, a node q 8 is created within one execution of the testing phase (between states q * , * ,j 6
and q * , * ,j+1 6 of the same leader candidate for some j). Thus, Z i can be modeled by a random geometric variable with
Z i . Then, applying Chernoff bounds to independent random geometric variables [7] we have
for any C large enough. Thus, one execution of the testing phase is repeated O(log n) times w.h.p. leading to a total number of O(log 2 n) periods. At the end, when a single leader emerges the total number of periods is also O(log 2 n) w.h.p. (leader election requires O(log n) periods while the overall testing requires O(log 2 n) periods), and the theorem follows.
Proof of Theorem 3:
To obtain a leader-election protocol which converges in O(log 2 n) time both w.h.p. and in expectation, we follow the same general idea as in the proof of Theorem 1 for the exact-majority problem. We combine a fast protocol which converges in poly-logarithmic time w.h.p. (but with some low probability may require long time or might even not converge at all) with a slow protocol which converges in polynomial time but both w.h.p. and in expectation. Such combining of fast and slow protocols turns out to be more complicated for our leader election protocol than it was for the exact majority protocol because the nodes in the leader election protocol do not have spare states to keep their overall count of interactions. This means that they do not know when they could declare the failure of the fast protocol and switch to relying on the slow protocol.
Our solution to this problem is to add a pre-processing stage to the whole algorithm. All nodes start in the same state and they first split into to two groups, say α nodes and β nodes, using an interaction process analogous to the initial phase of our leader election protocol when the nodes decide between the sets A and B. Thus, w.h.p. all node decide whether they belong to the α or the β group and the size of each group is Θ(n). While with some exponentially small probability the β group may be empty, the α group will always have at least one node (as it was the case with the B and A sets in our main protocol).
Each node ends the pre-processing stage after counting c log n interactions. The β nodes switch then to the state < q 0 , N, N > of our fast leader election protocol and follow this protocol, disregarding the interactions with α nodes. The constant c is such that w.h.p. there is a step when each node has decided on the α or β group, there are Θ(n) β nodes, and all these nodes are in the states < q i , N, N >, with 0 ≤ iļogn, of our fast protocol (the starting configuration for this protocol). Since w.h.p. we have Θ(n) β nodes, it can be shown that the w.h.p. O(log 2 n) bound on the completion time of the fast protocol still holds: the progress of the computation will be slower, but w.h.p. only by a constant factor.
The α nodes follow the slow polynomial time protocol and keep counting the number of interaction up to the limit of K log 2 n, where the constant K is sufficiently large to guarantee that w.h.p. by the step when any α node reaches this limit of interaction, the β nodes will have reached the final configuration of their fast protocol (one β node in the leader state q 9 , while all others in the follower state q 1 0). In the low probability event that some α node reaches the limit of K log 2 n interaction without meeting an α node in a final state q 9 or q 1 0, this node initiates spreading information throughout the system that all nodes have to accept the leader-election outcome of the slow protocol.
The combine protocol will have the O(log 2 n) w.h.p. time of the fast protocol. Its expected completion time will be 1 − n −b times O(log 2 n) (for the case when the fast protocol is successful) plus n −b time O(n a ) (for the case when the fast protocol fails), so also O(log 2 n) since we can take constants b > a. (O(n a ) is the polynomial expected completion time of the slow protocol).
A.7 Push-Pull broadcast protocol in the asynchronous model
We are given a complete graph of n nodes, and one of the nodes possesses a piece of information. In each step, two nodes are selected uniformly at random. If one of the nodes has the message, then at the end of the step the other node has the message too. We call n consecutive steps a period, and show that after O(log n) periods all nodes have the message. The proof is very similar to the one of the synchronous model [14] . First we show the following lemma.
Lemma 14
There is a constant c such that after 2c log n periods at least c log n nodes have the message, w.h.p.
Proof. Let v be the node which is informed at the beginning. In a period, this node is not selected with probability (1 − 2/n) n ≈ 1/e 2 . This implies that v is chosen for communication in 2c log n steps less than c log n times with probability at most 2c log n i=c log n 2c log n i
if c is large enough. Furthermore, v communicates in some step with a node, which has already been chosen for communication before, with probability at most 2c log n/n. Thus, node v chooses at least c log n different nodes for communication with probability at least 1−2(c log n) 2 /n−1/n 2 . 2
Once c log n nodes are informed, we can show the following lemma.
Lemma 15 Assume the number of informed nodes |I(t)| at the beginning of period t is at least c log n but at most n/3. Then, we have |I(t + 1)| ≥ 6 5 |I(t)|, w.h.p.
Proof. As described above, a node is not chosen for communication within one period with probability at most 1/e 2 . We consider now one single period. If there are |I(t)| > c log n informed nodes at the beginning of period t, then since a node is chosen less than log n times for communication [16] , the method of bounded differences implies that more than |I(t)|/5 informed nodes are not chosen for communication with probability at most
Here we assume for simplicity that |I(t)| > log 4 n, otherwise simple Chernoff bounds can be applied to show the statement. Now we consider one single step, in which such an informed node is chosen. The other node is an informed node (from the set I(t) or one that has been informed in some step of this period before), with probability at most 2|I(t)|/n. Thus, the expected number of unsuccessful communications in a period is at most 8|I(t)| 2 /(5n 2 ) + |I(t)|/5, w.h.p. Applying Chernoff bounds, we obtain that the number of unsuccessful communications is at most 12|I(t)|/15, w.h.p., if c is large enough and |I(t)| < n/3. This implies that the number of newly infomred nodes is at least 3|I(t)|/15, w.h.p., and the lemma follows.
Then, we can show that within additional O(log n) periods, all nodes are informed, w.h.p.
Lemma 16
If I(t)| > n/3, then within additional O(log n) periods all nodes are informed.
Proof. Let u be an uninformed node. In a period, u is not chosen with probability 1/e 2 , and within 2c log n periods, u is chosen in at least c log n periods, w.h.p. (see the proof of Lemma 14. In each of these periods, u communicates with an informed node with probability at least 1/3. Thus, u is not informed in these c log n periods with probability 1/3 c log n < 1/n 2 , if c is large enough. Applying the union bound over all nodes, we obtain the lemma. 2 Lemmas 14-16 imply the following theorem.
Theorem 4
In a complete graph, a message is spread to all nodes within O(log n) periods, w.h.p. 
A.8 Simulation Results
In this section we present our simulation results for both exact majority and leader election on complete graphs. We developed our implementations in the C++11 programming language. Our tests were conducted on a 144-core machine at University of Salzburg and on 384-core and 1024-core systems at the University of Linz.
Exact Majority
We compared our algorithm to the protocols of [2] and [15] , referring to the protocol in [2] as AAEGR and to the protocol in [15] as MNRS, while calling our protocol BCER. For the two two constants c and C in our algorithm, we choose c = 10 and C = 200.
In Figure 1 , we compared the number of rounds for all algorithms. The x-axis shows the size of the graph and the y-axis the average number of rounds per node. For each n we performed 30 different simulations, and the initial majority was set to A = n/2 + 1.
We recall that the proven bounds on the expected (parallel) time are O log 3 n for the AAEGR algorithm of [2] and O log 2 n for our BCER algorithm. To compare the shape of the curves, we removed the constants for the actual runtime and compared the normalized number of rounds for the algorithms (see Figure 2) . That is, we normalized each algorithm individually by computing the number of rounds for each of them at n = 1000, and then we divided the values we obtained for different n by this base number of rounds.
We observe in Figure 1 that the absolute round count for our algorithm is quite high in comparison with the AAEGR protocol of [2] . Figure 2 suggests that both algorithms complete the computation within Θ(log 2 n) expected number of rounds, but our algorithm has a considerably higher constant factor in this bound. It seems that this high constant factor is the price we pay for provably Comparison of the normalized number of rounds until exact majority was found. We computed for each data point the square root and calculated the average for each n guaranteeing the O(log 2 n) bound in expectation and with high probability.
Leader Election
We compare our leader election algorithm with to the protocols proposed in [3] (protocol AG) and in [2] (protocol AAEGR). Algorithm [3] uses a state space of Θ log 3 n and each node starts with value 1. In each round, two nodes compete and compare their values. The winner increases its value and the looser changes to a minion state and decreases its value.
The algorithm of [2] uses O log 2 n states. Each node can be in one of four modes. All nodes starts with the same state in a 'seeding mode' where they utilize a syntetic coin flip to generate randomness. In the subsequent 'lottery mode,' nodes try to increase their state values. During the tournament mode, nodes compare their values. The winner stays in competion, the looser changes to the minion mode and helps the leader candidate to win the competion faster by propagating its value to the other nodes.
Our algorithm contains several constants, which were optimized empirically. Each node is in one of 8 phases (states q 0 to q 7 ) and the constants have to be set so that no two nodes are in phases which are too far apart. For example, if a node is in state q 0 and another one is in state q 2 , then they are too far apart. Starting with high constants (e.g. 100), we were gradually decreasing them for each phase seperatly until we found the smallest constant for each phase, where the property above is still valid. The results are shown in Table 1 .
First, we compared the number of rounds for these three algorithms (see Figure 3) . Again, the x-axis is the graph size and the y-axis is the average number of (parallel) rounds. We show two plots for our algorithm. The plot BCER is the running time of our algorithm, where the time is counted until a single q 9 -node appears. We also plotted "BCER w.h.p." where we stopped the algorithm as soon as one single q 0,0,0 6
-node appeared and all other nodes were in the state q 3 48, for 2 nd index q 6 4, for 3 rd index q 7 2, for spreading the message q 7 33, for keeping the message Table 1 : Constants used for the simulations.
configuration leads to a single leader with high probability according to our theoretical analysis, and has always led to a single leader in our simulations.
The algorithm AAEGR of [2] , with expected parallel time O log 5.3 n shows a twofold behavior. In the first fast case, only one node has at the end the highest phase-level combination. In this case, the process converges quickly, since the minions spread this information efficiently through the graph. In the second slow case, there are at least two nodes with the highest phase value and none of them increased its level during the tournament mode. In this case, these two nodes have to meet in order to let one of them win the tournament. During our tests, roughly one third of all runs was in the slow case.
In Figure 4 , we show the normalized number of rounds for each algorithm. The method to normalize these is the same as in exact majority case. 
